
Reliability matters

https://rms-reliability.com/


rms-reliability.com

“We believe that by listening carefully to 
customer needs, applying expert experience, 
implementing world class technology and 
certified training, we can solve complex 
reliability problems.”

https://rms-reliability.com
https://rms-reliability.com/motion-amplification/
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We offer Asset Reliability, 
Condition Monitoring and
Certified Training

20 years expert consultancy, certified training and 

cutting-edge product solutions that significantly 

transform and protect your organisation’s assets.

INTRODUCTION

https://rms-reliability.com/motion-amplification/
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“It starts with a 
genuine desire to 
listen to customer 
challenges.”

Our team comprises passionate, 

knowledgeable and trustworthy industry 

experts all of whom have a heightened 

ability of identifying problems and 

leveraging effective solutions, practices 

and technologies.

Our empathic approach of collaborating 

enables effective solutions – from the 

factory floor to the boardroom we help 

clients succeed in their pursuit of asset 

reliability.

QUALIFIED EXPERTS

Dean Whittle

https://rms-reliability.com/about/
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Over 20 years Experience 
working across diverse 
Industry Sectors

We offer reliability excellence through the use of 

advanced maintenance technologies in industries 

such as oil & gas, petrochemical, paper, automobile, 

steel and aviation.

EXPERIENCE

Our highly motivated team of experts make significant 

efficiencies and long-lasting interventions happen.

https://rms-reliability.com/services/#industry
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We are Passionate about 
solving Complex 
Reliability Problems

By listening carefully to customer needs, applying 

time-served experience, implementing world-class 

technology and certified training, we can help resolve 

complex reliability problems.

We seek to serve and protect customers better by  

scaling services, products and training solutions.

SERVICES

PRODUCTS

Proven experience delivering 

effective consultancy that 

helps reduce costs.

We go that extra mile to 

ensure your personnel are 

comfortable with equipment.

TRAINING
Public, onsite and distance- 

learning certified training 

across a range of CBM topics.

HOW WE CAN HELP1.

2.

3.

https://rms-reliability.com/
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Solutions that Solve your 
most Critical Business 
Challenges

Whether it’s onsite or from a distance, we’re dedicated to 

delivering professional services focused on improving plant 

performance and reducing operating costs. We support 

progressive maintenance and reliability teams to measure, 

monitor and improve plant and asset health.

1.  SERVICES

https://rms-reliability.com/services/
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We provide Quality 
Products for Consistent 
Plant Reliability and 
Condition Monitoring
Our experienced analysts sell and support your CBM 

equipment and help ensure you make the most of each 

product. We also offer practical examples applied from similar 

industries to help you succeed.

2. PRODUCTS

https://rms-reliability.com/products/
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It does not matter which equipment you use, or how 

hard you work, there is one dominant factor that 

makes successful analysts stand out – the quality 

and regularity of training and the ongoing support 

they receive. 

RMS Reliability Training 
Institute promotes 
Continuous Learning

3. TRAINING

https://rms-reliability.com/training/
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Combine our Range of 
Services, Products and Training

Our online catalog contains over 50 services, products and 

training courses categorised by: vibration analysis, motion 

amplification, condition monitoring, alignment & balancing, 

oil analysis, motor analysis, infrared & ultrasound, asset 

criticality & asset health. Simply add items to the enquiry 

cart and we’ll prepare your bespoke proposal.
 

rms-reliability.com/catalog

 

ONLINE CATALOG

https://rms-reliability.com/catalog
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Technical Service Center
We believe that by fostering a culture of service throughout the company and 

commitment to the needs and successes of others, we ensure that our 

relationships with customers are based on the same culture and values.

98%

50+

99%

Service centre customer satisfaction rating 

Countries serviced across the globe

Effective digital services up-time maintained

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

https://rms-reliability.com/contact/


 

rms-reliability.com

FURTHER INFORMATION

Customer Support

RMS Ltd. No.42 Goldcrest Close. Longridge Park. 

Colchester. Essex CO4 3FN.

Company Reg No. 03808313. VAT No. GB 741737428.

Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1206 791917

Email: info@rms-reliability.com

https://rms-reliability.com/
mailto:info@rms-reliability.com

